Cad Designer
Peninsula Packaging - Yakima, WA
Peninsula Packaging has a plant based in Yakima, Washington that is committed to providing cutting
edge designed thermoformed packaging to many packing houses, bakeries, and retail stores all over the
continent. Peninsula employs over 100 people in Yakima with several employees serving a decade or two
at this clean, high output production plant. Peninsula’s design team has been awarded numerous patents
and has been featured in several news articles in regards to package design. Perhaps it’s the onsite
capabilities and diverse challenging tasks in this excellent environment that makes Peninsula a great
place to work and grow a career. We believe in contentious improvement to enhance quality and promote
growth in business and our employees.
We are currently seeking a CAD Designer with a focus on innovative designs. As a Cad Designer, you will
work with a variety of departments through the company and closely with sales, customers and the
design team. Each design project is unique and requires problem solving abilities across a full spectrum
of design, creativity and engineering challenges. You will assisting our customers, sales team, and
designers with the development of new packaging and high quality presentations.
Minimum qualifications include excellent organizational and communication skills, strong initiative, and a
deep interest in pursuing a career in CAD Design, product engineering, and innovational thinking.
Problem solving skills, and an aptitude to learn is important. Passion, interest and demonstrable skills in
3D complex shapes and component functionality is required. Strong technical knowledge of CAD
software is required (Solidworks, and others.) Graphic presentation experience is a plus.
Candidates should show relevant coursework and strong aptitude for CAD design knowledge with
demonstrable skills and/or sample work. Please include a cover letter, résumé, and your portfolio with
your application. If you do not have a portfolio, please submit 10 examples of your best work in digital
files, hardcopy prints, photos and/or physical parts. Work examples should show a range of capabilities
including design concepts and complex shape skillsets. Compensation DOQ.

